 Related Perspectives
 Trends Transforming the Global Value Landscape
PMs Paul Ehrlichman and Grace Su discuss how the changing focus of monetary policy is supportive of international value
and small cap stocks.
 Achieving ESG Goals with a Quality Approach to Value
An active approach to value investing enables a dual purpose of generating alpha and satisfying ESG objectives.
 Cash Flows the Best Antidote to Speculation
While speculative stocks run the risk of permanently destroying capital, stocks with recurring cash flows offer similarly
attractive returns.
 Interest Rates Central in Growth-Value Swings
All Cap Value 2Q21: A valuation-disciplined portfolio should be much less sensitive to uncertain forecasts.
 Broader Leadership in Recovery Trade Is a Tailwind
Large Cap Value 2Q21: Our companies’ ability to adjust to higher inflation should be a relative strength.
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recent performance comeback for value stocks and what it will take from both a market and macroeconomic standpoint for value
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